Florida State University Department of Mathematics

MATH FUN DAY

A CELEBRATION OF MATHEMATICS

FUN FOR ALL AGES!

Department of Mathematics
Love Building
1017 Academic Way

Public Lecture on Modeling Diabetes with Mathematics
4:00-5:00 pm, FSU Love Building 101

Pre-registration:
www.math.fsu.edu/MathFunDay

For information: mathfunday@math.fsu.edu

October 8, 2016
Activities: 1:00-4:00pm
Public Lecture: 4:00-5:00pm

DEMONSTRATIONS
FRACtALS GAMES
PRESENTATIONS
BUBBLES LECTURES
ACTIVITIES

Led by faculty, students, and alumni of Florida State University.

Math Fun Day is made possible through the generous financial support of:
the College of Arts and Sciences, the Brennan Professorship of Mathematics, and
Friends of FSU Math.

Like FSU Math Fun Day
on Facebook
www.math.fsu.edu/MathFunDay
#FSUMathFunDay